
Case Study

ModVillage – at Kingmoor Park

CLIENT: Kingmoor Park Properties 
LOCATION: Kingmoor Park Enterprise Zone, Carlisle   
DURATION: 18 months

Prospus Group identified an opportunity to utilise vacant land at Kingmoor Park 

Enterprise Zone in Carlisle to develop a modular business village built from shipping 

containers - the first of its kind in Cumbria. A stunning development encompassing 

floor-to-ceiling windows, landscaped communal gardens, roof terraces, and a café; 

ModVillage is set to be the number one business destination in Carlisle. 

Prospus initially carried out drone surveys of the development area which 
gave us accurate plans as well as high resolution 3D imagery of the site. 
Revolution Architecture (part of the Prospus Group) created concept 
drawings, renders, and high-quality 3D videos of what the project could 
look like.  

Our expert architecture team also used virtual reality technology to enable 
the client and stakeholders to immerse themselves in the scheme from 
very early on in the project.

Prospus Consulting’s planning consultants prepared, submitted, and 
managed the planning application process which saw the scheme 
approved by Carlisle Council. The team then project managed the 
construction of the initial phase of development. 

Prospus Property and Prospus Marketing have worked closely together 
to prepare marketing collateral to promote the offices to potential 
tenants including designing prominent roadside signs, digital marketing, 
particulars, local PR, and radio coverage.

This innovative project provides high-quality office accommodation that 
is situated in an inviting setting. The development has been designed to 
maximise the ability for collaboration amongst residents of ModVillage to 
help foster business growth.

The ModVillage development is an excellent example of how the 
combined expertise of the various areas of Prospus Group come 
together to deliver exciting projects from initial concept to successful 
completion.
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